Reflection:
Passport to Leadership Workshops

Complete one reflection for each workshop. Please provide a 1 to 3 page reflection.

Comprehensive reflections will include these six elements:
1. Which workshop you attended
2. The topic and main points of the workshop
3. What you learned (This refers to knowledge or skills that you will be able to apply to other parts of your life).
4. How you learned it
5. Why it matters
6. What you will do in light of it

To submit, go to MyEEE. Sign in, click on “GLCP – Leadership,” then on “Assignment – submission,” and “upload files” here.

Note: You may wish to use the questions written below to describe and examine your experience:

~Describe
- Which workshop did you attend / what was the topic?
- What were the main points of the workshop?
- What was the format of the workshop (lecture style, small group, etc.)?
- Were there opportunities for active involvement?

~Examine?
- How would you define the importance of the workshop?
- Was the workshop what you expected?
- Did any aspect of it surprise you?
- How does it / did it effect you?
- How could you have learned more?
- Did you take advantage of opportunities for involvement? Why or why not?
- How do the concepts apply to other parts of the GLCP (i.e. cultural engagement, study abroad), and to other aspects of your school life (academics, clubs, etc.)?

~Articulate
- What did you learn? (fact)
- How did you learn it? (experience)
- Why does it matter? (attach meaning)
- What will you do in light of it? (application)